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Project Recap
● Overall Goal: Identify patterns in behavior during 

and following natural disasters

○ Organize this data with graphs and maps

○ Communicate data to researchers

● Gather data from social media, specifically 

Twitter

● Our research specific to recent Puerto Rico 

earthquakes and Hurricane Maria



Project Timeline
Date Description

January 29, 2020 Began word frequency analysis on an initial, smaller set of data

February 4, 2020 Created smaller dataset of tweets containing geotags

March 2, 2020 Completed word frequency analysis for final datasets of earthquake 

and hurricane twitter data

March 4, 2020 Completed draft of ISCRAM poster

March 30, 2020 Created map of geotag location changes during and after earthquake 

and hurricane

April 6, 2020 Conducted topic analysis on all tweets related to earthquake

April 20, 2020 Completed analysis on topics discussed by individuals vs organizations

April 26, 2020 Initial submission to VTechWorks

April 30, 2020 Final presentation



Topic Analysis
● Identified most 

common topics in 

tweets

● Separated tweets 

from individuals vs. 

brands/companies

● Visualization 

identifies 3-5 topic 

groups for 1-word, 

2-word, and 

multi-word topics





Topic Analysis - Earthquake
Individual Brands / Official Accounts

One Word power, electricity, 
magnitude, aftershock, 
devastation, health

emergency, damage, 
deadly, response, tremor, 
electricity

Two Word church guayanilla, people 
homeless, trump 
administration, worst 
earthquake

power plant, without power, 
state emergency, damage 
inside, public health, 

Multi Word earthquake aftershock 
power, thousands residents 
sleep car, waiting federal 
aid

public health emergency 
response, thousands people 
homeless, power outage 
effects, withhold aid



Deliverable: Poster
● Small visual updates

● Updated graphs to highlight interesting 

trends

○ “Prepare” didn’t make sense for an earthquake 

● Submitted findings in document form to 

ISCRAM website

● Poster submitted along with final report 

to VTechWorks





Conclusions
● Difficult to filter out irrelevant information on Twitter

● Forecasted events, such as Hurricane Maria

○ Much more data leading up to the event

○ Geolocation of tweets showed the path Hurricane Maria followed

● Unpredicted events, such as earthquakes

○ Sharp spikes of activity with the sporadic aftershocks

● Tweet activity overall decreases over the time period



Lessons Learned
● Importance of communication

○ GroupMe

○ Important to give updates as soon as possible

● Transition to Zoom meetings was difficult

○ Varying levels of internet quality

○ Not all team members could attend all meetings

● Creating clearer project goals and deliverables

○ Planning ahead



Future Work
● Analysis we conducted could be expanded

○ COVID-19, future natural disasters

● Storage of data into SQL Database

○ Python analysis ran slow 

● Implementation of other Natural Language 

Processing Techniques

○ Our topic analysis used pyLDAvis.gensim, nltk

○ spaCy

○ Prepare the dataset for deep learning

Image: https://www.amazon.com/Natural-Language-Processing-Python-Analyzing/dp/0596516495
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